Abstract. We establish several mathematical and computational properties of the nuclear norm for higher-order tensors. We show that like tensor rank, tensor nuclear norm is dependent on the choice of base field -the value of the nuclear norm of a real 3-tensor depends on whether we regard it as a real 3-tensor or a complex 3-tensor with real entries. We show that every tensor has a nuclear norm attaining decomposition and every symmetric tensor has a symmetric nuclear norm attaining decomposition. There is a corresponding notion of nuclear rank that, unlike tensor rank, is upper semicontinuous. We establish an analogue of Banach's theorem for tensor spectral norm and Comon's conjecture for tensor rank -for a symmetric tensor, its symmetric nuclear norm always equals its nuclear norm. We show that computing tensor nuclear norm is NP-hard in several sense. Deciding weak membership in the nuclear norm unit ball of 3-tensors is NP-hard, as is finding an ε-approximation of nuclear norm for 3-tensors. In addition, the problem of computing spectral or nuclear norm of a 4-tensor is NP-hard, even if we restrict the 4-tensor to be bi-Hermitian, bisymmetric, positive semidefinite, nonnegative valued, or all of the above. We discuss some simple polynomial-time approximation bounds. As an aside, we show that the nuclear (p, q)-norm of a matrix is NP-hard in general but can be computed in polynomial-time if p = 1, q = 1, or p = q = 2, with closed-form expressions for the nuclear (1, q)-and (p, 1)-norms.
Introduction
The nuclear norm of a 2-tensor (or, in coordinate form, a matrix) has recently found widespread use as a convex surrogate for rank, allowing one to relax various intractable rank minimization problems into tractable convex optimization problems. More generally, for F = R or C, the nuclear norm of a d-tensor A ∈ F n 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ F n d = F n 1 ×···×n d is defined by
where · is the l 2 -norm and u k,i ∈ F n k for k = 1, . . . , d, i = 1, . . . , r. The nuclear norm of a matrix is then the case when d = 2 and is equivalent to the usual definition as a sum of singular values, also known as the Schatten 1-norm [9] . For higher-order tensors it was defined explicitly in [18, 19] (see also [6, 10] ) although the original idea dates back to Grothendieck [12] and Schatten [23] . In Section 2 we will discuss the definitions and basic properties of Hilbert-Schmidt, spectral, and nuclear norms for tensors of arbitrary orders over C and R as well as their relations with the projective and injective norms in operator theory.
1.1. Mathematical properties of tensor nuclear norm. We start by showing in Section 3 that the expression in (1) defines a norm and that the infimum is always attained, i.e., there is a finite r and a decomposition into a linear combination of r norm-one rank-one terms such that the l 1 -norm of the r coefficients gives the nuclear norm. We call this a nuclear decomposition. Such a decomposition gives a corresponding notion of nuclear rank that, unlike the usual tensor rank, is upper semicontinuous and thus avoids the ill-posedness issues in the best rank-r approximation problem for tensor rank [4] . As an aside, we show that one cannot get a Schatten p-norm for tensors in this manner: If the l 1 -norm of the coefficients is replaced by an l p -norm for any p > 1, the infimum is identically zero. In Section 4, we give a necessary and sufficient condition for checking whether a given decomposition of a tensor into rank-one terms is a nuclear decomposition of that tensor. We also show that every norm on a real finite-dimensional vector space may be regarded as a nuclear norm in an appropriate sense. For notational simplicity let d = 3 but the following conjecture and results may be stated for any d ≥ 3. Let A ∈ S 3 (F n ) be a symmetric tensor. Comon's conjecture [3] asserts that the rank and symmetric rank of A are always equal, i.e., min r :
Banach's theorem [1, 8] on the other hand shows that the analogous statement holds for the spectral norm in place of rank, i.e., sup x,y,z =0 | A, x ⊗ y ⊗ z | x y z = sup
We prove the analogous statement for nuclear norm (for arbitrary d) in Section 5:
where the infimum is taken over all r ∈ N and u i = v i = w i = 1, i = 1, . . . , r. This may be viewed as a dual version of Banach's theorem or, if we regard tensor nuclear norm as a continuous proxy for tensor rank, then this shows that the continuous analogue of Comon's conjecture is true.
In addition, we show that every symmetric tensor over F has a symmetric nuclear decomposition over F, i.e., a decomposition that attains the right-hand side of (3).
Tensor rank is known to depend on the choice of base field [2, 4] . We show in Section 6 that the same is true for nuclear and spectral norms. If we define B, C ∈ R 2×2×2 ⊆ C 2×2×2 by B = 1 2 (e 1 ⊗ e 1 ⊗ e 2 + e 1 ⊗ e 2 ⊗ e 1 + e 2 ⊗ e 1 ⊗ e 1 − e 2 ⊗ e 2 ⊗ e 2 ), C = 1 √ 3 (e 1 ⊗ e 1 ⊗ e 2 + e 1 ⊗ e 2 ⊗ e 1 + e 2 ⊗ e 1 ⊗ e 1 ), where e 1 , e 2 ∈ R 2 are the standard basis vectors, then B σ,R = 1/2 < 1/ √ 2 = B σ,C , C * ,C = 3/2 < √ 3 = C * ,R .
We give explicit nuclear decompositions and symmetric nuclear decompositions of B and C over R and C. As our title indicates, most of this article is about nuclear norms of d-tensors where d ≥ 3. Section 7 is an exception in that it is about the nuclear (p, q)-norm for matrices, A * ,p,q = inf
We discuss its computational complexity -polynomial-time if p = 1 or q = 1 or p = q = 2, but NP-hard otherwise -and show that the nuclear (1, q)-and (p, 1)-norms have nice closed-form expressions.
1.2.
Computational properties of tensor nuclear norm. More generally, we may also define the nuclear p-norm of a d-tensor A ∈ F n 1 ×···×n d by
where · p is the l p -norm and u k,i ∈ F n k for k = 1, . . . , d, i = 1, . . . , r. When p = 2, the nuclear 2-norm is just the nuclear norm in (1) .
For the special case d = p = 2, the matrix nuclear norm is polynomial-time computable to arbitrary accuracy, as we had pointed out above. Obviously, the computational tractability of the matrix nuclear norm is critical to its recent widespread use. In Sections 7 and 8, we discuss the computational complexity of the nuclear norm in cases when p = 2 and d = 2. We will show that the following norms are all NP-hard to compute:
We rely on our earlier work [11] for (i) and (ii): The NP-hardness of the nuclear p-norm of 2-tensors follows from that of the operator p-norm for p = 1, 2, ∞ [13] ; the NP-hardness of the nuclear norm of real 3-tensors follows from that of the spectral norm of real 3-tensors [14] . For (iii), we establish a stronger result -we show that even if we require our 4-tensor to be biHermitian, bisymmetric, positive semidefinite, nonnegative-valued, or all of the above, the problem of deciding its weak membership in either the spectral or nuclear norm unit ball in C n×n×n×n remains NP-hard. We provide a direct proof by showing that the clique number of a graph (wellknown to be NP-hard) is the spectral norm of a 4-tensor satisfying these properties, and applying [11] to deduce the corresponding result for nuclear norm. Since we do not regard d-tensors as special cases of (d + 1)-tensors, we provide a simple argument for extending such hardness results to higher order, giving us the required NP-hardness when d ≥ 3 (for real tensors) and d ≥ 4 (for complex tensors).
These hardness results may be stated in an alternative form, namely, the nuclear p-norm of 2-tensors, the nuclear norm of 3-tensors over R, and the nuclear norm of 4-tensors over R and C, are all not polynomial-time approximable to arbitrary accuracy. We provide some simple polynomial-time computable approximation bounds for the spectral and nuclear norms in Section 9.
2. Hilbert-Schmidt, spectral, and nuclear norms for higher-order tensors
We let F denote either R or C throughout this article. A result stated for F holds true for both R and C. Let
The Hermitian inner product of two d-tensors A, B ∈ C n 1 ×···×n d is given by
When restricted to R n 1 ×···×n d , (4) becomes the Euclidean inner product. This induces the HilbertSchmidt norm on F n 1 ×···×n d , denoted by
We adopt the convention that an unlabeled · will always denote the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. When d = 1, this is the l 2 -norm of a vector in C n and when d = 2, this is the Frobenius norm of a matrix in C m×n . As an F-vector space, F n 1 ×···×n d ≃ F n where n = d k=1 n k , and the Hilbert-Schmidt norm on F n 1 ×···×n d equals the Euclidean norm on F n .
Let A ∈ F n 1 ×···×n d . We define its spectral norm by
and its nuclear norm by
It is straightforward to show that these may also be expressed respectively as
The Hilbert-Schmidt norm is clearly independent of the choice of base field, i.e., A ∈ R n 1 ×···×n d ⊆ C n 1 ×···×n d has the same Hilbert-Schmidt norm whether it is regarded as a real tensor, A ∈ R n 1 ×···×n d , or a complex tensor, A ∈ C n 1 ×···×n d . As we will see, this is not the case for spectral and nuclear norms when d > 2, which is why there is a subscript F in their notations. When F = C, the absolute value in (5) and (7) may replaced by the real part, giving
Henceforth we will adopt the convention that whenever the discussion holds for both F = R and C, we will drop the subscript F and write
By (5) and (6), we have | A, B | ≤ A σ B * . In fact they are dual norms [19, Lemma 21] since
and on the other hand, it follows from | A, B | ≤ A * * B * that A σ = sup
It is also easy to see that
In fact, the following generalization is clear from the definitions (5) and (6).
Proposition 2.1. Let A ∈ F n 1 ×···×n d and x 1 ∈ F m 1 , . . . , x e ∈ F me . Then
In this article, we undertake a coordinate dependent point-of-view for broader appeal -a dtensor is synonymous with a d-dimensional hypermatrix. Nevertheless we could also have taken a coordinate-free approach. A d-tensor is an element of a tensor product of d vector spaces V 1 , . . . , V d and choosing a basis on each of these vector spaces allows us to represent the d-tensor
Strictly speaking, the d-hypermatrix A is a coordinate representation of the d-tensor A with respect to our choice of bases; a difference choice of bases would yield a different hypermatrix for the same tensor [17] .
This can be extended to tensor product of d norm spaces (
For inner product spaces, defining an inner product on rank-one tensors by
and extending bilinearly to the whole of
For norm spaces, there are two natural ways of defining a norm on
1 For norm space (V, · ), dual space V * := {ϕ : V → F linear functional} has dual norm ϕ
i.e., essentially the spectral and nuclear norm that we defined in (5) and (6) . For the special case d = 2, (9) and (10) are the well-known injective and projective norms [5, 12, 20, 22, 23, 26] . In operator theory, V 1 , . . . , V d are usually infinite-dimensional Banach or Hilbert spaces and so one must allow r = ∞ in (10) . Also, the tensor product ⊗ has to be more carefully defined (differently for (9) and (10)) so that these norms are finite-valued on V 1 ⊗ V 2 .
We are primarily interested in the higher-order case d ≥ 3 in this article and all our spaces will be finite-dimensional to avoid such complications.
Tensor nuclear norm is special
We would like to highlight that (6) is the definition of tensor nuclear norm as originally defined by Grothendieck [12] and Schatten [23] . An alternate definition of 'tensor nuclear norm' as the average of nuclear norms of matrices obtained from flattenings of a tensor has gained recent popularity. While this alternate definition may be useful for various purposes, it is nevertheless not the definition commonly accepted in mathematics [5, 22, 20, 26] (see also [10, 19] ). In particular, the nuclear norm defined in (6) is precisely the dual norm of the spectral norm in (5) , is naturally related to the notion of tensor rank [17] , and has physical meaning -for a d-Hermitian tensor A ∈ (C n 1 ×···×n d ) 2 representing a density matrix, A * ,C = 1 if and only if A is d-partite separable 2 [7] . As such, a tensor nuclear norm in this article will always be the one in (6) or its equivalent expression (8) .
One might think that it is possible to extend (8) to get a definition of 'Schatten p-norm' for any p > 1. Let us take d = 3 for illustration. Suppose we define
Then ν 1 = · * but in fact ν p is identically zero for all p > 1. To see this, write u ⊗ v ⊗ w as a sum of 2 n identical terms
This of course also applies to the case d = 2 but note that in this case we may impose orthonormality on the factors, i.e.,
and the result gives us precisely the matrix Schatten p-norm. This is not possible when d > 2. A d-tensor A ∈ F n 1 ×···×n d is said to be orthogonally decomposable [27] if it has an orthogonal decomposition given by
There is no loss of generality if we further assume that λ 1 ≥ · · · ≥ λ r > 0. An orthogonal decomposition does not exist when d ≥ 3, as a simple dimension count would show. Nonetheless we would like to point out that this notion has been vastly generalized in [6] . The case p = 1 is also special. In this case (11) reduces to (8) (for d = 3), which indeed defines a norm for any d-tensors.
Proposition 3.1 (Tensor nuclear norm). The expression in (6), or equivalently (8), defines a norm on F n 1 ×···×n d . Furthermore, the infimum is attained and inf may be replaced by min in (6).
Proof. Consider the set of all norm-one rank-one tensors,
The Hilbert-Schmidt norm is strictly convex, i.e., for A, B ∈ F n 1 ×···×n d , A + B < 2 whenever A = B, A = B = 1. Hence in F n 1 ×···×n d the extreme points of the unit ball are precisely the points on the unit sphere. It follows that any rank-one tensor A ∈ E is not a convex combination of any finite number of points in E \ {A}. Let C be the convex hull of E. Then C is a balanced convex set with 0 as an interior point and so it must be a unit ball of some norm ν on
So A is a convex combination of a finite number of points in E, i.e.,
By the definition of nuclear norm (8),
. So A * = 1 and the above decomposition of A attains its nuclear norm. Thus if ν(A) = 1, the infimum in (8) 
Nuclear decompositions of tensors
We will call the nuclear norm attaining decomposition in Proposition 3.1 a nuclear decomposition for short, i.e., for A ∈ F n 1 ×···×n d ,
is a nuclear decomposition over F if and only if
where
and we will call (12) a nuclear rank decomposition if r = rank * (A). Alternatively, we may write the decomposition in a form that resembles the matrix svd, i.e.,
. . , r. Unlike the matrix svd, {u k,1 , . . . , u k,r } does not need to be orthonormal.
The following lemma provides a way that allows us to check, in principle, when a given decomposition is a nuclear decomposition. 
Alternatively, (15) is a nuclear decomposition over F if and only if there exists
Proof. Since the nuclear and spectral norms are dual norms, Re A, B ≤ A * ,F B σ,F . Suppose B σ,F = 1 and A = 0. Then Re A, B = A * ,F B σ,F if and only if the real functional X → Re X, B is a supporting hyperplane of the ball {X ∈ F n 1 ×···×n d : X * ,F ≤ A * ,F } at the point X = A. So Re A, B = A * ,F is always attained for some B with B σ,F = 1. Suppose (12) is a nuclear decomposition, i.e., (13) holds. Let B ∈ F n 1 ×···×n d , B σ,F = 1 be such that Re A, B = A * ,F . Then
Therefore equality holds and we have (16) .
Suppose (16) holds. We may assume without loss of generality that B σ,F = 1 and
It follows from the minimality in (6) that (12) is a nuclear decomposition of A.
As an illustration of Lemma 4.1, we prove that for an orthogonally decomposable tensor, every orthogonal decomposition is a nuclear decomposition, a special case of [6, Theorem 1.11].
Corollary 4.2. Let A ∈ F n 1 ×···×n d be orthogonally decomposable and
be an orthogonal decomposition. Then
Proof. The expression for Hilbert-Schmidt norm is immediate from Pythagoras theorem since
and observe that B σ,F = 1 and that B, u 1,i ⊗· · ·⊗u d,i = 1 for all i = 1, . . . , r. Hence by Lemma 4.1, (17) is a nuclear decomposition and A * = r i=1 λ i . For F = R, we establish a generalization of nuclear decomposition that holds true for any finitedimensional norm space V . The next result essentially says that 'every norm is a nuclear norm' in an appropriate sense. Proposition 4.3. Let V be a real vector space of dimension n and ν : V → [0, ∞) be a norm. Let E be the set of the extreme points of the unit ball
where λ 1 , . . . , λ r > 0, λ 1 + · · · + λ r = 1, and x 1 , . . . , x r ∈ E are linearly independent. Furthermore, for any x ∈ V ,
Proof. Let ν(x) = 1. By Krein-Milman, x is a convex combination of the extreme points of B ν ,
Let r be minimum. We claim that for such a minimum decomposition x 1 , . . . , x r must be linearly independent. Suppose not, then there is a non-trivial linear combination
We claim that
Suppose not. Then we may assume that
By our earlier assumption that the linear combination in (20) is nontrivial, not all β i 's are zero; so we may choose t > 0 such that λ i − tβ i ≥ 0 for all i = 1, . . . , r and λ i − tβ i = 0 for at least one i. In which case the decomposition x = r i=1 (λ i − tβ i )x i contains fewer than r terms, contradicting the minimality of r. Hence x 1 , . . . , x r are linearly independent. Clearly r ≤ n.
We now prove the second part. Since −B ν = B ν , it follows that −E = E. Since B ν has nonempty interior, span R (E) = V . So any x ∈ V may be written as a linear combination
Since ν(x i ) = 1 for i = 1, . . . , n, ν(x) ≤ n i=1 |λ i |, and thus the right-hand side of (19) is not less than ν(x). It remains to show that there exist linearly independent x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ E such that the the decomposition (21) attains ν(x) = n i=1 |λ i |. This is trivial for x = 0 and we may assume that x = 0. Upon normalizing, we may further assume that ν(x) = 1. By the earlier part, we have a convex decomposition x = r i=1 λ i x i where x 1 , . . . , x r ∈ E and r i=1 λ i = 1. If r = n, we are done. If r < n, we extend x 1 , . . . , x r to x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ E, a basis of V ; note that this is always possible since E is a spanning set. Then x = n i=1 λ i x i by setting λ i := 0 for i = r + 1, . . . , n.
For any 0 = x ∈ V , we may apply Proposition 4.3 to the unit vector x/ν(x) to obtain a nuclear decomposition for x,
where x 1 , . . . , x r are extreme points of B ν . We define nuclear rank of x ∈ V , denoted by rank ν (x), to be the minimum r ∈ N such that (22) holds. We set rank ν (x) = 0 iff x = 0. A nuclear decomposition (22) where r = rank ν (x) is called a nuclear rank decomposition. Note that the linear independence of x 1 , . . . , x r in (22) is automatic if it is a nuclear rank decomposition.
Proposition 4.4. Let V be a real vector space of dimension n and ν : V → [0, ∞) be a norm. Suppose E, the set of the extreme points of the unit ball B ν , is compact. Then the nuclear rank rank ν : V → R is a upper semicontinuous function, i.e., if (x m ) ∞ m=1 is a convergent sequence in V with rank ν (x m ) ≤ r for all m ∈ N, then x = lim m→∞ x m must have rank ν (x) ≤ r.
Proof. For each m ∈ N, since rank ν (x m ) ≤ r, x m has a nuclear decomposition
. . , λ m,r ≥ 0, and x m,1 , . . . , x m,r ∈ E. Since E is compact, by passing through subsequences r times, we obtain a nuclear decomposition (22) gives a nuclear decomposition in the sense it was defined in (14) . Also, since E is compact, tensor nuclear rank is upper semicontinuous. The lack of upper semicontinuity in tensor rank has been a source of many problems [4] , particularly the best rank-r approximation problem for d-tensors does not have a solution when r ≥ 2 and d ≥ 3. We note that the use of nuclear rank would alleviate this problem.
Corollary 4.5. For any A ∈ R n 1 ×···×n d , the best nuclear rank-r approximation problem argmin{ A − X : rank * (X) ≤ r} always has a solution.
Proof. By Proposition 4.4, S = {X ∈ R n 1 ×···×n d : rank * (X) ≤ r} is a closed set and the result follows from the fact that in any metric space the distance between a point A and a closed set S must be attained by some X ∈ S.
5.
Analogue of Comon's conjecture and Banach's theorem for nuclear norm [3] for definition and basic properties of symmetric tensors. Let A ∈ S d (F n ). Comon's conjecture [3] asserts that the rank and symmetric rank of a symmetric tensor are always equal,
Banach's theorem [1, 8] on the other hand shows that the analogous assertion for spectral norm is true over both R and C,
Here we show that the analogous assertion for nuclear norm is also true over both R and C,
We will first prove a slight variation of (24) over R below. Note that (24) follows from (25) . If d is odd in (24), we may drop the ε i 's.
The infimum is taken over all possible symmetric rank-one decompositions of A with r ∈ N and is attained (therefore denoted by minimum).
Proof. Let C := conv(E) ⊆ T d (R n ) be the convex hull of all vectors of the form E := {±x ⊗d : x ∈ R n , x = 1}.
As x ⊗d + (−x ⊗d ) = 0, C is a symmetric set in S d (R n ). Since any symmetric tensor is a linear combination of symmetric rank-one terms x ⊗d , C has nonempty interior in S d (R n ). Hence C is the unit ball of some norm ν :
Note that ν(x ⊗d ) ≤ 1 for x = 1. We claim that each point of E is an extreme point of C. Indeed, consider the unit ball of the Hilbert-Schmidt
Note that ±x ⊗d = 1 for x = 1, and as · is a strictly convex function, no point on E is a convex combination of other points of E. Hence ν(±x ⊗d ) = x d for x = 1. The homogeneity of ν implies that ν(
. Then the triangle inequality for ν and the above equality yields
By scaling the norm of x i appropriately, we may assume without loss of generality that α i ∈ {−1, 1} for i = 1, . . . , r. Hence
. We claim that the infimum is attained. It is enough to consider the case ν(A) = 1. So A ∈ C and A is a convex combination of the extreme points of C, i.e.,
. The triangle inequality gives
We deduce from (26) and (27) that ν(A) is given by the right-hand side of (25) .
Since Banach's theorem (23) may be written in the form A σ,R = max x =1 | A, x ⊗d |, we get
From the definition of nuclear norm (6) and the fact that ν(A) is given by the right-hand of (25) we deduce that
We claim that ν = ν 1 . Suppose not. Then the ν 1 unit ball C 1 := {A : ν 1 (A) ≤ 1} must strictly contain the ν unit ball, i.e., C C 1 . Let ν * 1 : S d (R n ) → [0, ∞) be the dual norm of ν 1 . Let C * and C * 1 be the unit balls of ν * and ν * 1 respectively. Then
A, B ≤ max
A, B = A σ,R , which contradicts (28).
The complex case may be deduced from the real case as follows. Note that the ε i 's in (25) are unnecessary regardless of the order d since C contains all dth roots of unity.
Proof. We identify
under which the Hilbert-Schmidt norm on T d (C n ) is the same as the Hilbert-Schmidt norm on (5) translates to a spectral norm on the real space
is precisely the nuclear norm on T d (C n ) as defined in (6) . This follows from the observation that the extreme points of the nuclear norm unit ball in T d (C n ) is exactly , and u 1 = · · · = u r = 1 such that
As in [8] we may extend Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.2 to partially symmetric tensors. Let
The following analogue of Banach's theorem (23) for such tensors was established in [8] :
A σ,F = max 
Base field dependence
It is well-known [2, 4] that tensor rank is dependent on the choice of base fields when the order of the tensor d ≥ 3. Take any linearly independent x, y ∈ R n and let z = x + iy ∈ C n . If we define
then rank C (A) = 2 < 3 = rank R (A). We show that the same is true for spectral and nuclear norms of d tensors when d ≥ 3.
Lemma 6.1. Let e 1 , e 2 ∈ R 2 be the standard basis vectors. Define B ∈ R 2×2×2 ⊆ C 2×2×2 by B = 1 2 (e 1 ⊗ e 1 ⊗ e 2 + e 1 ⊗ e 2 ⊗ e 1 + e 2 ⊗ e 1 ⊗ e 1 − e 2 ⊗ e 2 ⊗ e 2 ).
Then (30) is a nuclear decomposition over R, and
Furthermore, B ∈ S 3 (R 2 ) ⊆ S 3 (C 2 ) has a symmetric nuclear decomposition over R given by
and a symmetric nuclear decomposition over C given by
Proof. Since B ∈ S 3 (R 2 ), we may rely on (23) and (25) in Section 5 to calculate its spectral and nuclear norms over R and C. Set Y = 2B for convenience.
. Suppose first that x 1 , x 2 ∈ R. Then x 2 1 = 1 − x 2 2 and the maximum of g(x 1 , x 2 ) = x 2 (3 − 4x 2 2 ) over x 2 ∈ [0, 1] is attained at x 2 = 1/2, x 1 = √ 3/2. Hence Y σ,R = 1 and B σ,R = 1/2. Assume now that x 1 , x 2 ∈ B. Clearly, |g(x 1 , x 2 )| ≤ |x 2 |(3|x 1 | 2 + |x 2 | 2 ). Choose x 2 = −t, x 1 = is where s, t ≥ 0 and s 2 + t 2 = 1. Then the maximum of g(x 1 , x 2 ) = h(s, t) = t(3s 2 + t 2 ) = t(3 − 2t 2 ) over t ∈ [0, 1] is √ 2, attained at t = 1/ √ 2 = s. Hence B σ,C = 1/ √ 2 and Y σ,C = √ 2. That (30) is a nuclear decomposition over R and B * ,R = 2 follows from Lemma 4.1 and the observation
That (31) is a symmetric nuclear decomposition over C follows from Lemma 4.1 and the observation
This also shows that B * ,C = √ 2.
Lemma 6.2. Let e 1 , e 2 ∈ R 2 be the standard basis vectors. Define C ∈ R 2×2×2 ⊆ C 2×2×2 by
Then (34) is a nuclear decomposition over R, and
Furthermore, C ∈ S 3 (R 2 ) ⊆ S 3 (C 2 ) has a symmetric nuclear decomposition over R given by
Proof. Since C is a symmetric tensor, we may rely on (23) and (25) in Section 5 to calculate its spectral and nuclear norms over R and C. Set X = √ 3C for convenience. Let x = (x 1 , x 2 ) T . Then f (x 1 , x 2 ) := 1 3 X, x ⊗3 = x 2 1 x 2 . Clearly X σ,R = X σ,C since all entries of X are nonnegative. For the maximum of |f (x)| when x = 1, we may restrict to
we get the first two equalities in (35). By Lemma 4.1 and (33) in the proof of Lemma 6.1, (34) is a nuclear decomposition over R. Hence C * ,R = √ 3.
By Corollary 5.3, C has symmetric nuclear decompositions over both R and C. That (36) is a symmetric nuclear decomposition over R follows from Lemma 4.1 and the observation that
where Y is as defined in the proof of Lemma 6.1. Likewise, (37) is a symmetric nuclear decomposition over C by Lemma 4.1 and the observation that
Since (37) is a symmetric nuclear decomposition over C, we obtain C * ,C = 3/2.
Let x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) T ∈ C n . Denote by |x| := (|x 1 |, . . . , |x n |) T . Then x is called a nonnegative vector, denoted as x ≥ 0, if x = |x|. We will also use this notation for tensors in C n 1 ×···×n d .
Proof. The triangle inequality yields
Recall that the Euclidean norm on C n is an absolute norm, i.e., x = |x| . The definitions of · σ,C and · σ,R and the above inequality yields the result.
A plausible nuclear norm analogue of the inequality A σ,C ≤ |A| σ,C is A * ,C ≤ |A| * ,C . It is easy to show that this inequality holds in special cases (e.g. if A is a hermitian positive semidefinite matrix) but it is false in general. For example, let
Nuclear (p, q)-norm of a matrix
In this section, we study the special case where d = 2. Let · p denote the l p -norm on R n , i.e.,
Recall that the dual norm · * p = · p * where p * := p/(p − 1), i.e., 1/p + 1/p * = 1. The nuclear (p, q)-norm of a matrix A ∈ R m×n is
Ax q x p = max
Ax q for any p, q ∈ [1, ∞]. When p = q, we write
and call them the operator, spectral, nuclear p-norm respectively. The case p = 2 gives the usual spectral and nuclear norms. It is well-known that the operator (p, q)-norm and the spectral (p, q)-norm are identical:
and henceforth we will use the operator (p, q)-norm since it is the better known one. It follows from Ax q = max y q * =1 y T Ax and y T Ax = x T A T y that
Equivalently, (38) may be written
or as the norm whose unit ball is the convex hull of all ranks-one matrices x⊗y, where x p y q ≤ 1.
It is trivial to deduce from (40) an analogue of (39),
Theorem 7.1. The dual norm of the operator (p, q)-norm is the nuclear (q * , p)-norm on R m×n , i.e., A * p,q = A * ,q * ,p for all A ∈ R m×n and all p, q ∈ [1, ∞].
Proof. As in the proof of Corollary 5.2, the unit ball of the (q * , p)-nuclear norm · * ,q * ,p on R m×n is the convex hull of E = {xy T : x q * = y p = 1}. Hence A * * ,q * ,p = max
= max
It is well-known that the operator (p, q)-norm is NP-hard in many instances [13, 24] notably:
The exceptional cases [24] are also well-known:
(iv) · p,q is polynomial-time computable if p = 1 and 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞, or if q = ∞ and 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞.
By [11] , the computational complexity of norms and their dual norms are polynomial-time interreducible. So we obtain the following from Theorem 7.1.
(viii) · * ,p,q is polynomial-time computable if p = 1 and 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞, or if q = 1 and 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞.
In (iv) and (viii), we assume that the values of p and q are rational. In fact, as further special cases of (viii), the nuclear (1, p)-norms and (p, 1)-norms have closedform expressions, a consequence of the well-known closed-form expressions for the operator (1, p)-norms and (p, ∞)-norms. Proposition 7.2. Let e 1 , . . . , e n be the standard basis vectors in R n . Let A ∈ R m×n and write the column vectors and A 1• , . . . , A m• ∈ R n are the row vectors of A. Then
Proof. Note that C = {x ∈ R n : x 1 ≤ 1} is the convex hull of {±e j : j = 1, . . . , n}. As x → Ax p is a convex function on C, we deduce that A 1,p = max x∈C Ax p = max j=1,...,n ±Ae j . Hence (42) holds. (43) then follows from (39) and (42). Now observe that
Ae j p .
Using Theorem 7.1, we obtain (45). (44) then follows from (41) and (45).
The operator (∞, 1)-norm is NP-hard to compute by (i) but it has a well-known expression (47) that arises in many applications. We will describe its dual norm, the nuclear ∞-norm. In the following, we let
Note that #E n = 2 n and #E m ⊗ E n = 2 m+n−1 .
In particular,
and its dual norm is
Proof. Observe that the convex hull of E n is precisely the unit cube, i.e.,
giving us (46). For x ∈ R m , note that x 1 = max ε∈E m ε T x and thus
giving us (47). It follows from Theorem 7.1 that · * ∞,1 = · * ,∞,∞ = · * ,∞ and (48) follows from Proposition 4.3.
We have thus far restricted our discussions over R. We may use similar arguments to show that (39), (41), Theorem 7.1, and Proposition 7.2 all remain true over C. In addition, (39) and (41) also hold if we have A * in place of A T .
Nevertheless for A ∈ R m×n , the values of its operator (p, q)-norm over R and over C may be different; likewise for its nuclear (p, q)-norm. In fact, a classical result [25] states that A p,q,C = A p,q,R for all A ∈ R m×n if and only if p ≤ q. We deduce the following analogue for nuclear (p, q)-norm using Theorem 7.1. Corollary 7.4. A * ,p,q,C = A * ,p,q,R for all A ∈ R m×n if and only if q ≤ p * .
Tensor nuclear norm is NP-hard
The computational complexity of a norm and that of its dual norm are polynomial-time interreducible [11] . If a norm is polynomial-time computable, then so is its dual; if a norm is NP-hard to compute, then so is its dual. Consequently, computing the nuclear norm of a 3-tensor over R is NP-hard since computing the spectral norm of a 3-tensor over R is NP-hard [14] . In fact, it is easy to extend to higher orders by simply invoking Proposition 2.1. In this section, we will extend the NP-hardness of tensor spectral and nuclear norms to C. In addition, we will show that even the weak membership problem is NP-hard, a stronger claim than the membership problem being NP-hard (Theorem 8.1 refers to the membership problem). In the study of various tensor problems, it is sometimes the case that imposing certain special properties on the tensors makes the problems more tractable. Examples of such properties include: (i) even order, (ii) symmetric or Hermitian, (iii) positive semidefinite, (iv) nonnegative valued (we will define these formally later). We will show that computing the spectral or nuclear norm for tensors having all of the aforementioned properties remains an NP-hard problem.
Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph with vertex set V := {1, . . . , n} and edge set E := {i k , j k } : k = 1, . . . , m . Let κ(G) be the clique number of G, i.e., the size of the largest clique in G, well-known to be NP-hard to compute [16] . Let M G be the adjacency matrix of G, i.e., m ij = 1 = m ji if {i, j} ∈ E and is zero otherwise. Motzkin and Straus [21] showed that
where ∆ n := {x ∈ R n : x ≥ 0, x 1 = 1} is the probability simplex. Equality is attained in (49) when x is uniformly distributed on the largest clique. We transform (49) into a problem involving 4-tensors. Let x = y •2 , i.e., x = (y 2 1 , . . . , y 2 n ) T . Then
For
∈ C n×n×n×n be defined by
Observe that A st is not a symmetric tensor but we have
3 By convention, we sum once over each edge; e.g. if E = {{1, 2}}, then {i,j}∈E aij = a12, not a12 + a21.
m,n,m,n i,j,k,l=1 ∈ C m×n×m×n be a 4-tensor. We call it bisymmetric if a ijkl = a klij for all i, k = 1, . . . , m, j, l = 1, . . . , n, and bi-Hermitian if a ijkl =ā klij for all i, k = 1, . . . , m, j, l = 1, . . . , n.
A bi-Hermitian tensor is said to be bi-positive semidefinite if m,n,m,n i,j,k,l=1
We may regard a 4-tensor Clearly bi-Hermitian and bisymmetric are the same notion over R. If m = n, a bisymmetric 4-tensor is not necessarily a symmetric 4-tensor although the converse is trivially true. However, if m = n, a real bi-positive semidefinite tensor A ∈ R n×n×n×n is clearly a positive semidefinite tensor in the usual sense, i.e., n,n,n,n i,j,k,l=1
Lemma 8.3. The tensor A st ∈ C n×n×n×n is bi-Hermitian, bisymmetric, bi-positive semidefinite, and has all entries nonnegative.
Proof. It follows from the way it is defined that A st is bi-Hermitian, bisymmetric, and nonnegative valued. It is positive semidefinite because n,n,n,n i,j,s,t=1
M (A st ) is evidently a nonnegative definite, rank-one matrix with trace one. Those familiar with quantum information theory may note that M (A st ) represents a bipartite density matrix [7] . For any graph G = (V, E), we define
Then A G is bi-Hermitian, bisymmetric, bi-positive semidefinite, and has all entries nonnegative. Summing (51) over {s, t} ∈ E gives
Theorem 8.4. Let G be a simple undirected graph on n vertices with m edges. Let A G be defined as in (52). Then
Furthermore, we have
If A G were a symmetric 4-tensor as opposed to merely bisymmetric, then we may apply Banach's theorem (23) to deduce that the maximum is attained at x = y = u = v and thus (55) would follow. However A G is not symmetric and we may not invoke Banach's theorem. Instead we will rely on the following lemma, which may be of independent interest. Lemma 8.5. Let A = (a ijkl ) ∈ C m×n×m×n . If M (A) ∈ C mn×mn is Hermitian positive semidefinite, then
Proof. Let M = M (A). Then M is a Hermitian positive semidefinite matrix. Cauchy-Schwarz applied to the sesquilinear formw T M z gives
Let z = vec(x ⊗ y) and w = vec(ū ⊗v) ∈ C mn and observe that
from which the required equality follows upon taking max over unit vectors.
Proof of Theorem 8.4. We apply Lemma 8.5 to A G and note that we may take our maximum over R n + since A G is nonnegative valued.
Since 2 A st , x ⊗ y ⊗ x ⊗ y = (x s y t + x t y s ) 2 , we may use Cauchy-Schwarz to see that
If we do a change-of-variables a s = (x 2 s + y 2 s )/2 for s = 1, . . . , n, we obtain
Upon summing over {s, t} ∈ E, we get
where the left-hand side follows from (52) and the right-hand side follows from (50) and (53). The last inequality gives us (55) easily. We then get (56) from (54) and (55).
In the following, we let Q F be the field of rational numbers Q if F = R and the field of Gaussian rational numbers Q[i] := {a + bi : a, b ∈ Q} if F = C. As is customary, we will restrict our problem inputs to Q F to ensure that they may be specified in finitely many bits. We refer the reader to [11, Definitions 2.1 and 4.1] for the formal definitions of the weak membership problem and the approximation problem.
Computing the clique number of a graph is an NP-hard problem [16] and so the identity (56) implies that the computing the spectral norm of A G is NP-hard over both R and C. Since the clique numberh is an integer, it is also NP-hard to approximate the spectral norm to arbitrary accuracy. Corollary 8.7. Let K be the spectral norm unit ball in F n×n×n×n and 0 < δ ∈ Q. Given A ∈ Q n×n×n×n F that is bi-Hermitian, bi-positive semidefinite, and nonnegative-valued, deciding whether A ∈ S(K, δ) or x / ∈ S(K, −δ) is an NP-hard problem for both F = R and C.
It then follows from [11, Theorem 3.1] and the duality of spectral and nuclear norm that Corollary 8.7 also holds true for nuclear norm of 4-tensors.
Corollary 8.8. Let K be the nuclear norm unit ball in F n×n×n×n and 0 < δ ∈ Q. Given A ∈ Q n×n×n×n F that is bi-Hermitian, bi-positive semidefinite, and nonnegative-valued, deciding whether A ∈ S(K, δ) or x / ∈ S(K, −δ) is an NP-hard problem for both F = R and C. 
Polynomial-time approximation bounds
Assuming that P = NP, then by Corollaries 8.7 and 8.8, one cannot approximate the spectral and nuclear norms of d-tensors to arbitrary accuracy in polynomial time. In this section, we will discuss some approximation bounds for spectral and nuclear norms that are computable in polynomial time.
The simplest polynomial-time computable bounds for the spectral and nuclear norms are those that come from the equivalence of norms in finite-dimensional spaces. The following lemma uses the Hilbert-Schmidt norm but any other Hölder p-norms [17] ,
, which are all polynomial-time computable, may also serve the role.
Proof. We start with the bounds for the spectral norm. Clearly The corresponding inequalities for the nuclear norm follows from it being a dual norm.
One downside of universal bounds like those in Lemma 9.1 is that they necessarily depend on the dimension of the ambient space. We will now construct tighter polynomial-time computable bounds for the spectral and nuclear norms of 3-tensors that depend only on the 'intrinsic dimension' of the specific tensor we are approximating. The multilinear rank [4] of a 3-tensor A ∈ F m×n×p is the 3-tuple µ rank(A) := (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ) where
m,p i,j=1 ∈ F m×n are 'matrix slices' of the 3-tensor -the analogues of the row and column vectors of a matrix. This was due originally to Hitchcock [15] , a special case (2-plex rank) of his multiplex rank.
We define the flattening maps along the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd index by
respectively. Intuitively, these take a 3-tensor A ∈ F m×n×p and 'flatten' it in three different ways to yield three matrices. Instead of giving precise but cumbersome formulae, it suffices to illustrate these simple maps with an example: Let It follows immediately from definition that the multilinear rank µ rank(A) = (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ) is given by r 1 = rank(♭ 1 (A)), r 2 = rank(♭ 2 (A)), r 3 = rank(♭ 3 (A)), where rank here is the usual matrix rank of the matrices ♭ 1 (A), ♭ 2 (A), ♭ 3 (A). Although we will have no use for it, a recently popular definition of tensor nuclear norm is as the arithmetic mean of the (matrix) nuclear norm of the flattenings:
We first provide alternative characterizations for the spectral and nuclear norms of a 3-tensor.
Lemma 9.2. Let A ∈ F m×n×p . Then
Furthermore there is a decomposition of A that attains the minimum in (58) where x 1 ⊗M 1 , . . . , x r ⊗ M r are linearly independent.
Proof. If we set M = y ⊗ z, then (57) becomes (5) . So the maximum in (57) is at least as large as the maximum in (5). On the other hand, the svd of M shows that M σ = σ 1 u 1 ⊗ v 1 σ where σ 1 , u 1 , v 1 are the largest singular values/vectors of M and so we may always replace any M in (57) that is not rank-one by its best rank-one approximation σ 1 u 1 ⊗ v 1 , giving us (5). If we set M i = y i ⊗ z i , i = 1, . . . , r, then (58) reduces to (6) . So the minimum in (6) is not more than the minimum in (58). On the other hand, we may write each M i as a sum of rankone matrices, in which case (58) reduces to (6) . The existence of a decomposition that attains (58) follows from the same argument that we used in the proof of Proposition 3. Let ℓ = 1, . . . , r. Let us partition x ℓ = U T x ℓ ∈ R m and M ℓ = V M ℓ W T ∈ R n×p into x ℓ = y ℓ z ℓ , y ℓ ∈ R r 1 , z ℓ ∈ R m−r 1 ,
, L ℓ ∈ R (n−r 2 )×r 3 , N ℓ ∈ R (n−r 2 )×(p−r 3 ) .
Now set
As c ijk = 0 if i > r 1 , j > r 2 , or k > r 3 , it follows that
Since orthogonal matrices preserve Hilbert-Schimdt and nuclear norms, x i = x i ≥ x ′ i and M ℓ * = M ℓ * ≥ M ′ ℓ * and so Clearly rank M ′ ℓ ≤ min(r 2 , r 3 ).
By Definition 6,
and since any matrix satisfies
using (58) and (59), we obtain ♭ 1 (A) * ≤ A * ≤ min(r 2 (A), r 3 (A)) ♭ 1 (A) * .
From (60), we deduce the corresponding bounds for its dual norm,
Moreover, we may deduce analogous inequalities in terms of ♭ 2 (A) and ♭ 3 (A). We assemble these to get the bounds in the following theorem. Note that both upper and lower bounds are computable in polynomial time. Clearly, we may extend Theorem 9.4 to any d > 3 simply by flattening along d indices.
